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Peacecoin:
A truly golden future for all of humanity!
Benefit from a rare quantum leap in the history of humanity: the world's first and only
cryptocurrency, backed by real support for property development in inner cities.
Honestly - how many times has life offered you such a chance? For many people, doors
to such an opportunity remain closed all their lives. On the other hand, you can take
advantage of one of these few rare opportunities here: join Peacecoin.
Peacecoin is unique in world history. And thus nothing less than a pioneering achievement
that is second to none.
Similar to the first practical car in the world, in 1886 it was more than just a new mean of
transportation like many others. It initiated a complete upheaval that was to turn
technology, politics, economy and society completely upside down within a few years. All
around the world.
When Neil Armstrong squeezed the first human footprint into the moon dust in 1969, it
was more than a small step. It was, as the writer Norman Mailer had once put into the
mouth of the astronaut as a famous bon mot, a giant leap for mankind.
Exactly the same trend-setting qualities - change, progress, enormous leap forward - are
also inherent in the Peacecoin. They make it special in the field.
The Peace Coin is more than just a crypto currency. The Peace Coin stands for a complete
paradigm shift. One of the world’s first and strongest and only crypto currency projects
which supports the development of real property.
The Peace Coin combines the fantastic perspectives of the »cryptocurrency« model (e.g.
anonymous transfers without middlemen or conventional banks) confidently with the
reliability of currency and support of real property cover, which has positively
accompanied human history for a millennia.
The uncovered fiat money à la Euro based on the unstable principle of hope may reflect
on the status quo today. The »natural« state of the means of payment however, money
lies elsewhere: in real property. Land is valuable: this is the only truth that can liberate our
world from financial crisis and the turmoil and wars caused by them.
Here is a quick overview of the key advantages that speak for your investment in the
Peacecoin.
The Peacecoin is represented by Invexcoin; A real crypto exchange in Mexico.
By doing so, Peacecoin becomes the first cryptocurrency to be touchable and purely
practical in our real world.
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The Exchange Invexcoin has immediately recognized Peacecoins tremendous growth
potential and is therefore already listing it.
In addition, it will not be long before the Peacecoin is also listed in the world's largest
Exchanges.
The Peacecoin is based on blockchain technology and still uses the Ethereum protocol.
Cryptocurrency experts and analysts are confident that the Peacecoin protocol based on
blockchain technology will revolutionize the entire market from Bitcoin to Ethereum.
From the beginning of 2019, the cryptocurrency and mining industries are facing a
revolutionary world first. The Peacecoin Protocol has been in development since 1 January
2017 and is expected to be presented to the general public at the beginning of 2021.
Cryptocurrency experts, analysts and the world's largest mining farms are certain the
Peacecoin protocol with real property based on blockchain technology will sustain the
entire industry from Bitcoin to Ethereum and Ripple revolutionize. While the energy
consumption and associated costs of Bitcoin mining are almost unprofitable, the
Peacecoin protocol for the multi-billion dollar mining industry is opening up a new and
probably the most profitable alternative for the entire crypto-currency market.
The Peacecoin is flanked by coordinated wallets, apps that even make the transfer of
Peacecoin possible.
This measure frees up additional savings potential, which among other things serves to
further secure the coin.
Behind the Peacecoin is the ten-year expertise of Minister Tony Muhammad. His in-depth
experience as a peace ambassador provides assurance that this grand vision of ultimately
peacemaking and philanthropic payment system will become a reality.
The world is getting more and more out of sync. No wonder economies of global
importance rely more on real property.
Do the same: rely on the everlasting safety of real property. And at the same time, you
can use the great pay-off and investment perspectives that only a sophisticated,
progressive cryptocurrency can offer you.
1 What is the Peacecoin – PEACE?
The Peacecoin - PEACE- is a Blockchain-based cryptocurrency linked to physical property. A
certain number of PEACE can be traded in exchange for legal tender or other cryptocurrency
at any time.
With the introduction of PC, the world's first and only coin with with the support of developing
real property.

2 Dependence on the computer infrastructure
The PEACE ecosystem depends on the operation of the software applications, computer
hardware and the internet. This means that no assurance can be given that a system failure
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would not affect the use of PEACE. Despite the intended implementation of all reasonable
network security measures, the processing center's servers are susceptible to computer
viruses, physical or electronic intrusions, or other similar type of disruptions. Computer
viruses, intrusions, or other disruptions caused by third parties may cause interruptions,
delays, or suspensions of services which would restrict the use of PEACE.

3 Smart-contract- restrictions
Smart contract technology is still in its infancy and its application is experimental. This can
result in significant operational, technological, regulatory, reputational and financial risks. As
a result, there can be no assurance that Smart Contracts will function properly to the extent
that they will be used or that they will not contain errors, vulnerabilities, or problems that
could cause technical problems and cause damage.
4 Insufficient penetration of the market
The success of the PEACEs ecosystem depends on the ability to be accepted by a considerable
number of users.
5 Regulatory risks
Blockchain technology, including but not limited to, coinage, may be a new concept in some
jurisdictions, which may then apply existing laws or introduce new rules regarding blockchain
technology-based applications. This can result in significant changes being made and all
PEACE features getting disabled or terminated. It can’t be ruled out that the services and
projects described in this document will need to be adapted or changed due to the regulatory
environment in certain countries. Nor can it be ruled out that certain services can’t be
provided in certain jurisdictions.
6 Taxes
PEACE owners may be required to pay taxes in connection with the transactions described
herein. It is the sole responsibility of PEACE holders to comply with the tax laws of their
jurisdictions and to pay all relevant taxes.
7 Force majeure
The benefits of the PEACE ecosystem can be interrupted, suspended or postponed due to
force majeure. For the purposes of this White Paper, force majeure means extraordinary
events and circumstances that can’t be prevented, including natural phenomena, wars, armed
conflicts, severe civil unrest, labor disputes, epidemics, lockouts, slowdowns, short-term or
long-term trade, other energy shortages, communication services, acts of the local, state or
federal authorities and other circumstances beyond the control of the PEACE, which did not
exist at the time of publication of the white paper.
8 Disclosure of information
Personal information from PEACE proprietors, information about the number of coins held,
wallet addresses used and other relevant information may be provided to law enforcement
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agencies, government officials and other third parties if the PEACE is required to disclose such
information by law, subpoena or court order. PEACE is at no time responsible for the
disclosure of information.

9 Value of Peacecoins
After purchase, the value of PEACE can fluctuate significantly for a variety of reasons. The
investment in PEACE can even lead to a total loss.
In addition, each holder of PEACEs naturally bears the risk of volatile price fluctuations of
PEACE compared to other crypto currencies and Fiat currency exchange rates.
10 Bitcoin and Ethereum volatility
PEACEs may be heavily influenced by developments in the digital currency market, and the
value of PEACEs may fluctuate sharply due to non-PEACE events in the digital currency
markets. The exchange rate volatility of the cryptocurrencies may affect the ability of the
company to provide services at the quoted prices. Assumptions regarding the foregoing
include but are not limited to, judgments about future economic, competitive and market
conditions and business decisions, most of which are beyond the control of the PEACE team
and therefore difficult or impossible to accurately predict.
11 Vision and Mission of the PEACE
The purpose of the Peacecoin and its proceeds is to rebuild the wasted urban cities in America
and war torn countries, globally. We are now living in a world that is suffering from gang
violence, real inequalities, governmental suppression, religious disunity and tribal wars. Much
of the violence is due to the lack of jobs and employment. Proceeds from the PEACE will go
towards re-development projects in the urban cities of America and will produce jobs for
those who can’t find work. Proceeds will also go towards eradicating poverty and
homelessness. We will start in the US by building a construction trade school that will be
dedicated to teaching the 17 trades to the underserved communities.
1. Carpenter
Carpenters have some of the most versatile jobs in the construction field. While each specialty
of carpentry has its own responsibilities, a carpenter generally deals mostly with forming and
repairing a building’s framework and structures. This includes tasks like measuring, cutting,
and framing wood, glass, and drywall.
Most carpenters nowadays are self-employed; therefore, they get to choose their own
clients and hours. There also isn’t a lot of formal training required; most learn on the job,
through an apprenticeship, or start out as a helper.
2. Electrician
Most electricians are contractors who get to work either in industrial, commercial, or
residential settings. Often, they are working in cramped spaces and handling dangerous
electrical tools, making this one of the most skilled construction jobs.
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The job of an electrician generally includes installing and inspecting wiring and lighting
systems according to a building’s blueprints or technical diagrams. Therefore, most
electricians need to obtain certification from an electrical licensing board and attend
technical school before they can work.
3. Plumber
We’ve all called a plumber to deal with that clogged toilet or those pesky bathroom pipes
that just won’t work. While plumbers do require some training to deal with those complicated
water lines, training is easily accessible from a trade school or through an apprenticeship.
Once you’ve received training, you’re pretty much set to work for an average of $20 an hour.
4. Painter
These aren’t the Picassos or Van Gogh’s of the world (though they may have the artistic skill).
These are the people who give the walls of a building their finished look. Not only do painters
clean and smooth the walls and other surfaces, but also decorate them with paint and spray
guns. It’s intricate and physically-demanding work at times, but these people are up to the
task.
Most painters learn their trade on-the-job or through an apprenticeship, so it’s very easy to
make money quickly with this career path. Painters also have the opportunity to work full
time and be self-employed.
5. Drywall Installer
These are the guys that actually install the walls of a building. Training is required for this job,
and can be obtained through an apprenticeship program or through on-the-job training.
Drywall installers do have a lot of physical demands, and often the sites they work on can be
dangerous thanks to the sharp tools and heavy equipment they work with.
However, the job market isn't extremely competitive. If you’ve got the grit and strength, this
could be the job for you.
6. Glazier
Glaziers deal specifically with any and all types of glass, including installing windows in
residential, commercial, and industrial settings. This job requires the knowledge and
experience with multiple power tools and small glass-cutting tools, which can be learned
through an apprenticeship with an experienced glazier.
If this sounds like an appealing job, then go out and find an apprenticeship. It’s a relatively
easy career path to get into.
7. Tile Contractor
A Tile Contractor install tiles on floors, walls, and ceilings in private and public buildings. This
job requires long hours of heavy lifting, bending down, and reaching for heavy objects, with
specific
duties
including
surface
preparation,
grouting, and
sealing.
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8. Mason & Concrete Finisher
If you’ve been to a construction site, you may have seen the giant cement truck pouring
cement onto a street or building. The Mason and Concrete Finishers are the ones who come
to the construction site to smooth out and level the concrete after it's poured. This includes
fixing high spots and filling depressions in the concrete, finish the corners of the concrete by
hand, and wash away excess concrete.
Like most construction jobs, Mason and Concrete Finishers get their start through
apprenticeships or training programs. Once one’s training is completed, it's a relatively
easily field to get into.
9. Brickmason
Brickmasons, in general, are responsible for constructing a brick wall or other wall surface.
The specific job that a Brickmason does, however, depends on his level of experience. A skilled
Brickmason will lay the patterns and foundations for the apprentice to learn from while the
apprentices do the heavy duty physical task of constructing the wall.
Formal training is not required to become a brick mason — you simply start off as a Mason
Helper and then, with more experience, work your way up.
10. Construction Worker
The general construction worker is the jack-of-all-trades of the industry. Always ready to open
a toolbox, these are the guys who do the nitty gritty and more general work on a construction
site. Generally, their hours are fairly long, but outdoor construction workers can usually get a
break during the winter time.
There are peak months and times when construction workers need to be available, so this is
definitely not a 9-5 job. However, the pay is good and you’re generally working with other
construction workers who offer good company.
11. Crane Operator
This is the job that every toddler who plays with construction-related toys wants: operating
the large crane at construction sites. It demands a lot of responsibility, but is also a really
cool experience.
The amount of training required to be a crane operator varies, but it is definitely necessary.
Once they are trained, though, their skills will be in high demand so finding employment
should be relatively easy.

12. Cost Estimator
Cost Estimators are the ones who deliver the bad news: the cost of the construction project.
They typically go to a construction site, assess the materials, equipment, and labor needed,
and then figure out approximately how much the project is going to take to finance.
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In order to become a cost estimator, you need to have a knack for numbers and a
bachelor’s degree in a construction-related field. Some on-the-job training may be
necessary, but it mostly involves learning a company’s cost estimating software.
13. Project Manager
Construction Project Managers are responsible for scheduling and organizing an entire
construction project. Depending on the size of the project, there can either be one project
manager overseeing the entire construction site or multiple managers that are each
responsible for a specific part of the project.
In addition to having industry experience, most project managers need to have a bachelor’s
degree in a construction-related field such as civil engineering or building science. They are
also expected to work as an intern for several years to gain knowledge and experience, so
for those looking for a high-ranking construction position and willing to put in the work,
this is the job for you!
14. Surveyor
The Surveyor comes in before the foundation of a building has even been laid. They inspect
and gather data on a potential site — elevation, contour, location, and property lines, among
others — and then compile this information and present it for construction and other
purposes.
Generally, Surveyors need to obtain a bachelor’s degree in a related construction field or
some other form of post-graduate qualification. On average, they also need about twoyears of experience before they can become an independent contractor.
15. Site Safety Manager
The Site Safety Managers act almost like inspectors, but their main concern isn’t whether a
site is following the rules, but rather whether a site is safe to enter and work in. For this reason,
they are primarily responsible for each injury or accident that occurs at a construction site.
Site Safety Managers are increasingly obtaining bachelor’s degrees or receiving training
from a 3-4 year program, indicating the importance of their job. A college degree is
required to obtain certification to work as a Site Safety Manager, which is not necessarily
required, but will make it significantly easier to find employment.
16. Construction Inspector
Construction Inspectors are there through each phase of the building process and periodically
after a project is completed to ensure that each building, highway, dam, or other piece of
infrastructure, is built according to the specified regulations and building codes.
In addition to having advanced knowledge of all building codes and ordinances, a growing
number of construction inspectors are obtaining bachelor’s degrees or at least participating
in a 3-4 year training program, as well as gaining certification.
Construction Inspectors often work in a competitive business, but those that are licensed to
inspect a wide variety of architectural structures nationally will have better prospects and
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the best salaries.
17. Civil Engineer
Civil Engineers are generally concerned with the feasibility of proposed construction process.
They analyze factors such as soil composition and government regulations in order to
determine whether projects meet the mandated and general safety requirements.
There is much more work required to become a civil engineer than other construction
positions. They need at least a Bachelor’s Degree and a license in all states and the District of
Columbia, in addition to Civil Engineer in Training certification. In return for the extra
education and licensing requirements, however, Civil Engineers are often paid high salaries
and are given far more opportunity for advancement.

12 The Vision and Mission of the PEACE
The vision and mission of the »PEACE project is to transform the cryptocurrency into physical
properties. Within the PEACE system and its participants around the world, PEACE is making
itself easily accepted by consumers, merchants and business people worldwide.
13 The Peacecoin
A total of 1.9 billion PEACEs are created and issued after a smart contract on the Ethereum
Blockchain protocol. The PEACE is freely transferable. With its advanced features and active
ecosystem, Ethereum fits PEACE. The coins contain high confirmation rates and are 99.99%
immune to fraudulent activity.
Reputable forecasts predict a further increase in the value of the coin.
Furthermore, the PEACE is already listed on the leading exchanges in the world.
This concept, which is unique in the world, also includes unrestricted coverage of the
cryptocurrency by support and development against real property.
The KBCs, as already mentioned, will be available on the most important cryptocurrency
exchange platforms, such as Invexcoin. The coins are allowed to float and trade p2p. The
PEACE price is determined by market forces and cryptocurrency exchange mechanisms. Users
can buy and sell PEACE with Fiat currencies and cryptocurrencies.
The value of PEACEs will reflect the degree of penetration. The more PEACE is used as a means
of payment - and thus customer acceptance increases - the greater the demand for PEACE.

14 The Future Benefits of PEACE
• Appropriate quantities of PEACEs can be converted at any time
• Facilitate real-time payments anywhere, anytime
• Cost-effective
• Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies can be used to purchase PEACE
• Freely transferable without limits
• Significant increase in the number of acceptance points
• Low fees to be paid by merchants for using the PEACE ecosystem
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15 Comparison of PEACEs with other tokens
In addition, the PEACEs are interchangeable with legal tender and other recognized
cryptocurrencies.
16 Peacecoin Foundation
The PEACE Foundation is a foundation under the law of the US. PEACE takes responsibility for
the accuracy and completeness of all information contained in the White Paper and oversees
and manages the PEACE Ecosystem.
It has created the 1.9 billion PEACEs and guarantees that these coins are based on the
Ethereum Blockchain protocol and that the number of coins is limited by encryption.
PEACE Foundation is a self-regulated organization with a board of trustees. The Board of
Trustees consist of the following 3 people: Tony Muhammad, Watkin Muhammad and Pastor
Kenny Smith.
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